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ABSTRACT: In the present organized world because of increment in wrongdoings like PC hacking, 

unlawful access of ATM and phone, security is the prime necessity. Thus, biometric methods are utilized 

as verification system to counteract unapproved get to. Biometric framework is a technique to analyze the 

one of a kind physical or social attributes to decide an individual's character. [1]In our proposed paper we 

are proposing multimodal biometric framework which gives more exactness when contrasted with 

unimodal biometric frameworks. Multimodal biometric structures catch commitment from single or 

different sensors to check modalities of biometric characteristics. This development uses more than one 

biometric identifier to consider the character of the person. Along these lines, the system uses three 

headways for example face, duplicate and voice and if any of the advancement can't recognize, the 

structure still use the other two to get exact results.[2] The principal objective of this paper is to use mix of 

these biometric strategies for execution update, security, restrains the system bumble rates to achieve better 

results. 

IndexTerms:- Biometric, Multimodal Biometric, Security, Sensors. 

 

1.Introduction 

"Biometric" is taken from the Greek words "profiles" and "metron" which signifies "life estimation". Thus, 

the word Biometric is alluded as a programmed ID of person's character from their physiological or 

conduct highlights to check his/her. Along these lines, Biometric is utilized to recognize that "your 

identity".[3] Instances of biometrics incorporate unique finger impression, hand geometry, face and iris 

acknowledgment and so forth. These examples are typically extremely precise, and are the most well-

known among biometric perusers. In any case, here and there tests like voice and mark are less exact yet 

helpful, conduct attributes, depends on the estimation of an individual's actions. Biometrics is commonly 

more secure and more secure than keys or passwords that we use to verify information. [4]Biometrics is the 

science and development to measure and separate natural data of human body, removing a rundown of 

abilities from the secured data, and standing out this set against from the format set in the database and 

these structure are called biometric framework. 
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Figure 1.1: Biometric System[3] 

1.1Components of Biometric System: 

1.Sensors gather the information from people and convert it into advanced configuration. 

2.Signal preparing calculation performs quality control exercises and begin building up the biometric 

format from those examples.  

3.Data capacity keeps data from the sensors with which the new biometric layout will be contrasted with.  

4.Matching calculation at that point looks at the new biometric format to at least one layouts in put away 

information.  

5.Decision procedure settles on a framework level choice from the coordinating part to make result. 

1.2Problems in Biometric System 

Biometric framework get signal from only one biometric framework known as unimodal. In any case, each 

biometric has its very own advantages and disadvantages so it isn't hard to take a biometric, make a 

duplicate and utilize the phony characteristic to assault on biometric frameworks. [5]This a difficult issue 

in light of the fact that to upgrade the system security individuals nowadays are utilizing biometric. 

Besides, defenseless attacks can be put to break the security of systems like parody assault, replay assault, 

substitution assault, Trojan pony assault and transmission assault and so forth. Various innovations have 

been connected to vanquish these assaults like biometrics, yet it isn't mystery so it can't be secured like 

passwords.[6] With no mindfulness individuals leave their biometrics all over so data can without much of 

a stretch be caught, duplicated or fashioned. Another test before a biometric framework is the speed for 

example the framework must settle on an exact choice progressively.  

Biometrics contains two sorts of acknowledgment mistakes: false acknowledges rate (FAR) and the bogus 

reject rate (FRR). [7]A False Accept rate happens when an unmatched arrangement of biometric 

information is acknowledged wrongly as a match by the framework and False Reject rate happens when a 

coordinating arrangement of biometric information is wrongly dismissed by the framework. On the off 

chance that you conquer one of these blunders by changing the estimation of limit, at that point other 

mistake rate increments consequently. [8]Along these lines, an equalization ought to be available, with in a 

choice edge that can be determined to either limit the danger of FAR, or to limit the danger of FRR. While 

utilizing biometrics a few issues come before us which are given under below: 

1. Noise in sensed data. 

2. Intra-class variation in the sample data.  

3. Inter-class similarity in the sample data. 

4. Spoof attacks. 

5. Distinctive Ability. 

To overcome these problems of unimodal biometrics multimodal biometrics system was introduced. 
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1.3 Multimodal Biometrics 

Multimodal biometrics is rising decision to verify validation of client. Multimodal biometric alludes to 

converging of at least two biometric modalities for improving the exhibition of the individual frameworks, 

acknowledgment rate and unwavering quality. [9]For the most part, the term multimodal shows the 

utilization of more than one biometric perspective (methodology, sensor, case as well as calculation) and 

some an opportunity to consolidate these and make a predefined biometric confirmation/ID choice. 

 
Figure1. 2: Types of multimodal system[9] 

The main objective of multimodal is to reduce the following: 

1.False Accept Rate (FAR) 

2.False Reject Rate (FRR) 

3.Failure to Enroll Rate (FTE) 

4.Susceptibility to Artifacts or Mimics 

Multimodal are progressively indispensable to deceitful advancements, since it is so hard to produce 

numerous biometric attributes than to fashion a solitary biometric trademark accordingly give higher 

exactness rate and higher security from parodying.[10]Multimodal biometric frameworks likewise give 

hostile to caricaturing measures by making it hard for a gatecrasher to at the same time parody the 

numerous biometric attributes of a client. Besides, contingent upon the attributes, sensors and capabilities a 

wide range of sorts of multimodal frameworks are given underneath:  

1.Single biometric attribute, numerous sensors: The equivalent biometric qualities are recorded utilizing 

different sensors. The information taken from different sensors are consolidated at the element level or 

matcher score level to improve the exhibition of the framework.  

2.Multiple biometrics: Multiple biometric characteristics consolidate any of at least two like fingerprints, 

voice, iris and face. Various sensors are utilized for catching the example of each biometric trademark. A 

business item Bio ID uses voice, lip movement and face of a client to confirm personality of the client.  

3.Multiple units, single biometric characteristics: Two or beyond what two fingers of a solitary client can 

be utilized as a biometric quality and it's an economical method for improving framework execution, as it 

doesn't require numerous sensors or joining extra element extraction or coordinating modules.  

4.Multiple portrayals of single biometric: In this more than one event of the equivalent biometric is used 

for the affirmation like various impressions of a comparative finger or various examples of the voice are 

gotten for affirmation.  

5.Multiple coordinating calculations for the equivalent biometric: To remove the highlights and 

coordinating of the biometric trademark various strategies can be connected. 

1.3.1 MODES OFOPERATION  

A multimodal biometric framework can work in three distinct modes which are given beneath:  

1.Serial mode: In the sequential mode the yield of one biometric trademark is utilized to decrease the 

quantity of potential personalities before the following trademark is utilized for distinguishing proof. Along 

these lines, on account of this different wellspring of data isn't gathered at the same time.  

2.Parallel mode: In this mode the data from different attributes is taken together to perform 

acknowledgment.  
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3.Hierarchical mode: In this mode singular classifiers are consolidated in a tree like structure and this mode 

is appropriate where we have enormous number of classifiers. 

2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
[11] In this paper, we thought about face ID of individuals of excitement for unconstrained imaging circumstances 

with uncooperative subjects. Given a face media social occasion of a man of interest (i.e., face pictures and video 

cuts, 3D face models worked from image(s) or video frame(s), face depict, and measurement information), we have 

shown a gradual improvement in the ID accuracy of a COTS face planning system. 

[12]We demonstrate a headed together model for face acknowledgment, act estimation, and focal point estimation in 

authentic, disordered pictures. Our model relies upon mixes of trees with a shared pool of parts; we show every facial 

notable point as an area and use overall mixes to get topological changes due to viewpoint. We exhibit that tree-

sorted out models are incredibly amazing at getting worldwide adaptable deforming, while in the meantime being 

definitely not hard to progress not in the slightest degree like thick graph structures.  

[13]In this paper, we propose a structure that takes the investment of understudies for study hall address. Our system 

takes the support normally using face acknowledgment. In any case, it is difficult to assess the investment 

unequivocally using every result of face acknowledgment self-sufficiently because the face recognizable proof rate 

isn't satisfactorily high. In this paper, we propose a technique for evaluating the interest completely using all of the 

eventual outcomes of face acknowledgment obtained by relentless observation. Constant observation improves the 

execution for the estimation of the cooperation We assembled the location investment structure in perspective on 

face acknowledgment, and associated the system to homeroom address. These papers at first overview the related 

works in the field of support organization and face acknowledgment. By then, it exhibits our system structure and 

plan. Finally, tests are executed to give as evidence to support our course of action.  

[14]In this paper we thought the issue of face acknowledgment with age assortment. To begin with, we proposed a 

fiery face descriptor, the point presentation pyramid, for face check assignments transversely over ages. Diverged 

from officially used descriptors, for instance, picture control, the new descriptor is progressively overwhelming and 

performs well on face pictures with broad age contrasts. Likewise, the pyramid technique enables the descriptor to 

get different leveled facial information. In our examinations with connection with a couple of techniques, the new 

methodology showed astoundingly reassuring results on two testing worldwide ID databases.  

[15]The proposed system joins DCT territory sensitive hashing for profitable closeness figuring. Examinations were 

performed on a tablet with Intel Core i7 CPU and 8GB of RAM. The time required to make the reference face 

descriptor (online taking care of) for a given picture is 0.01 second all around with non-propelled code. In the results 

showed that the execution of DCT hashing is close straight compass. The time expected to recuperate a test from a 

40k size showcase using DCT hashing is around 10 ms, while direct yield takes around 9000 ms. Moreover, the 

perfect open door for direct range increases straightly with the proportion of the display.  

[16]In this paper, we explore various figurings for face acknowledgment on phones. Starting stage in any face 

acknowledgment structure is face revelation. We investigated figurings like shading division, format planning, etc 

for face distinguishing proof, and Eigen and Fisher face for face acknowledgment. The estimations have been first 

profiled in MATLAB and after that completed on the DROID phone. While executing the counts, we made an 

exchange off among exactness and computational diserse nature of the estimation generally since we are completing 

the face acknowledgment structure on a mobile phone with compelled gear capacities.  

[17]Recognition of a face under different emotions is a trying subject. The work done in this paper is twofold. In any 

case, adjacent twofold precedent (LBP) and center symmetric neighborhood twofold model (CS-LBP) has been 
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associated with remove the close-by parallel segments of the picture.Second, Euclidean partition, histogram 

combination and chi-square detachment is used for acknowledgment of face. The execution is surveyed on the 

Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) database and results are broke down the extent that acknowledgment 

rate and time taken for taking care of. It has been watched that CS-LBP gives ideal acknowledgment rate rather over 

LBP in case of different appearances of face.  

[18]In this report, we increment the BU-4DFE dataset by adding particular lighting conditions to 3D pictures of 

subjects performing various outward appearances. By then we develop an image taking care of pipeline to alter the 

effects of lighting up on the photos, needing to secure high plan rate even in merciless lighting conditions. By then 

we test our pipeline on two estimation: gathering accuracy in perspective on a LDA model and SIFT keypoint 

repeatability. For our results, we found that our image dealing with pipeline upgraded request exactness when per-

forming LDA to perceive pictures in diminish lighting conditions. We didn't find critical change in key point 

disclosure.  

[19]The pervasiveness of Face Recognition (FR) systems have extended in view of their use in endless applications, 

for instance, biometric (recognizing evidence and approval), security (Banks, air terminals, etc.) and observation 

(missing adolescents or discovering outlaw criminals) structures, and moreover picture and video requesting 

structures. FR has been a strong field of research since the 1990s, anyway is as yet far from reliable and more 

methods are being built up each year. FR investigate district essential difficulties are, a couple of individuals faces 

acknowledgment won't not fill in and likewise for other people (for example, long hair or facial hair, emotions, 

lighting, and establishment may give extra inconvenience). By far most of the investigation experts solidly believe 

that sentiments of a man accept the basic part in fundamental administration.  

[20]The standard target of this work is to develop a totally modified face acknowledgment count. Scale Invariant 

Feature Transform (SIFT) has sparingly been used as a piece of face acknowledgment. In this paper, a Modified 

SIFT (MSIFT) approach has been proposed to improve the acknowledgment execution of SIFT. In this paper, the 

work is done in three phases. To begin with, the smoothing of the image has been done using DWT. Second, the 

computational multifaceted nature of SIFT in descriptor figuring is reduced by subtracting typical from each 

descriptor as opposed to institutionalization. Third, the count is made customized by using Coefficient of Correlation 

(CoC) instead of using the partition extent (which requires customer correspondence).  

 This paper relies upon a whole diagram of face acknowledgment drove under moving outward appearances. In order 

to look at unmistakable systems, development based, exhibit based and muscles-based strategies have been used as a 

piece of solicitation to manage the outward appearance and acknowledgment catastrophe. The examination has been 

done by surveying diverse existing estimations while taking a gander at their results when in doubt. It moreover 

expands the augmentation for various researchers for taking note of the theme of effectively overseeing such issues.  

 Our results suggest that playful faces made better character acknowledgment concerning shocked countenances, 

paying little regard to whether they were attempted in a comparable picture or another image appearing impartial 

manner. None of the other enthusiastic articulations made quantifiable favored viewpoint for acknowledgment 

memory. All in all, our data advance moreover support for the bright face advantage for whole deal acknowledgment 

memory. In any case, our point by point examinations moreover show that the upside of happy articulation on 

character acknowledgment may not be correspondingly detectable from all other excited articulations.
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3 Proposed Work 

In the existing system to match the score of images capturing from finger and iris print we was only using 

minutiae matching and edge detection. There is no way to handle the noise that occurs during capturing.  

3.1 Flowchart for Existing Work 

 

                     Figure3.1: Flowchart of the existing work 

In our proposed paper we are using multimodal biometric systems which capture finger print and iris 

images from a data set. After capturing images for identification of person we match the score by using 

minutiae matching and pattern matching techniques. The performance of the above proposed work will be 

improved by using median filtering to remove the noise that occurs during image capturing process. The 

accuracy of the system is improved by minimizing the PSNR, FAR, FRR and MSE etc. 
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3.2 Flowchart: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                              Figure3.2 : Flowchart of the proposed work 
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4    Results 

 Hybridization of fingerprint and iris scanning has the initial screen design methodology shown       within 
the figure 1 

 

 

                                                 Figure 4. 1: Initial screen during loading 

 Figure 2 is displayed when user clicks on binaries operation button. Binarize means replacing the pixels 

with greater intensities with 1 and lower intensities with 0. The result obtained is given in figure 2   

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 : Binarization Operation 

 Figure 3 shows thinning operation. Thinning is required to make the finger lines more enlightened. The 

clarity thus increases the classification accuracy. In addition background is subtracted from foreground to 

make visibility better using the proposed system. 
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Figure4. 3: Thinning Operation 

 Key points known as minutiae is identified using the minutiae button. These keypoints are used both 

during the training and testing phase of the simulation .Some false minutiae are also present within the 

simulation image. These false images are to be removed from the simulation.    

                         

Figure4. 4: remove false minutiae button 

 Region of interest identification is the next step. The part of the fingers that are to be identified are 

selected either manually or through the use of automatic detection. Result is given in the figure 5 

 

Figure4. 5: Region of interest identification 
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 Key point is highlighted using the orientation mechanism. the vectors are transposed using the orientation 

button present within the simulation. 

                                         

                                                 Figure4. 6: Orientation by highlighting keypoints 

 Iris validation and verification is the next mechanism. Iris recognition is an automated method 

of biometric identification that uses mathematical pattern-recognition techniques on video images 

of one or both of the irises of an individual's eyes, whose complex patterns are unique, stable, and 

can be seen from some distance. 

Retinal scanning is a different, ocular-based biometric technology that uses the unique patterns on a 

person's retina blood vessels and is often confused with iris recognition. Iris recognition uses edge 

detection technology with subtle near infrared illumination to acquire images of the detail-rich, intricate 

structures of the iris which are visible externally. Digital templates encoded from these patterns by 

mathematical and statistical algorithms allow the identification of an individual or someone pretending to 

be that individual.[1] Databases of enrolled templates are searched by matcher engines at speeds measured 

in the millions of templates per second per (single-core) CPU, and with remarkably low false match rates. 

 
Figure4. 7: Left and right iris image with canny edge detection mechanism 

The match rate is considerably better as compared to existing mechanism. this is shown with proposed 

chart in figure 8 
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                                                    Figure4. 8: FMR and FNMR results 

5  Comparison of Results 

5.1 Comparison of existing and proposed FMR: 

Table5.1: False Matching Rate (FMR) 

 

 

 

Result THRESHOLD=0.4 

FMR_EXISTING FMR_PROPOSED 

0.003401 0.003292 

0.003341 0.003190 

0.003023 0.002999 

0.002877 0.0027609 

0.002688 0.0026338 
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Figure5.1: False Matching Rate (FMR) 

 

5.2Comparison of existing and proposed FNMR: 
 

Table5. 2: False Negative matching Rate (FNMR) 

 

FNMR_EXISTING FNMR_PROPOSED 

0.02356 0.02259 

0.02465 0.02258 

0.02543 0.02299 

0.02576 0.02317 

0.02676 0.02479 

 

 
 

Fig 5.2 : False Negative matching Rate (FNMR) 

 

6  Conclusion and Future Scope 

 Biometric innovation includes another layer of security by giving secure recognizable proof    and 

verification. This innovation prospering in all respects quickly, however biometric verification doesn't give 
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impeccable outcomes. To conquer this issues biometric confirmation strategy has been checked on from 

above exchange that there are two kinds of biometric validation procedure for example unimodal and 

multimodal. To build exactness and the unwavering quality of biometric confirmation, multimodal 

biometric can be utilized. This paper likewise gives results as FAR, FRR, FTE that comes during 

information catching. In future to upgrade the multimodal framework we can blend mutiple or two 

biometric tests to show signs of improvement reaction. 
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